
KMEA   Marching   Band   Committee   
Tim   Allen,   Chair   
February   27,   2021   

Virtual   Teleconference   
  

MINUTES   
  

I. At   10:06   am   EST   Chair   Tim   Allen   called   the   roll   
  

Dist.   1   Beth   Stribling   P Dist.   5   Ryan   McAllister   for   Patrick   Brady   P Dist.   9   Pauletta   Smith   P   
Dist.   2   Conner   Kinmon   P Dist.   6   Austin   Bralley   P Dist.10   Curtis   Ervin   A   
Dist.   3   Grant   Jones   P Dist.   7   Michael   Stone   P Dist.   11   Jason   Bowles   P   
Dist.   4   Brian   Ellis   (10:15)   Dist.   8   Jenny   Hipple   P Dist.   12   Cory   Zilisch   (10:08)   
  

Also   present   were   President   David   Graham,   Vice-president   George   Boulden,   President-elect   Alan   
Emerson,   Band   Chair   Joe   Craig,   Band   Chair-elect   David   Centers,   and   Executive   Director   John   
Stroube.   

    
II. Motion   by   Stribling   seconded   by   Smith   to   approve   the   agenda.   There   were   no   objections.   

Motion   passed.   
  

III. Motion   by   Stone   seconded   by   Stribling   to   approve   the    Minutes   from   January   23,   2021 .   There   
were   no   objections.   Motion   passed.   

  
IV. Reports   

  
A. Tim   Allen,   KMEA   Marching   Band   Committee,   Chair,   thanked   KMEA   for   the   recent   

virtual   conference.   
  

B. George   Boulden,   KMEA   Marching   Band   Evaluator   Coordinator   reported   we   have   about   
⅔   of   the   judges.   

  
C. John   Stroube,   KMEA   Executive   Director,   SMBC   manager,   reported   that   the   University   

of   Kentucky   and   the   University   of   Louisville   have   away   games   on   October   30,   and   since   
UK   was   the   intent   last   year   he   is   seeking   an   agreement   with   UK.   He   expressed   
confidence   that   health   guidance   will   allow   the   event   by   that   time.   

  
V. Unfinished   Business     

  
SECOND   READING:   For   the   fall   of   2021,   strike   portions   of   Rule   IV.A.2   as   follows:   “IV.A.2.   
Bands   that   participate   in   a   KMEA   district   level   concert   assessment   the   preceding   spring   may   
become   eligible   to   participate   in   the   State   Marching   Band   Championships   for   the   current   year   
by   performing   for   assessment   at   two   or   more   KMEA   sanctioned   events   within   the   current   
marching   season.   If   a   band   is   registered   for   a   contest   and   the   contest   is   cancelled   due   to   
inclement   weather,   the   contest   will   still   count   as   one   of   the   two   events   that   allow   the   band   to   
qualify.”     
  

A   ROLL   CALL   VOTE   WAS   TAKEN.   MOTION   PASSED   SECOND   READING   
UNANIMOUSLY.   

  
   

https://www.kmea.org/wp-content/uploads/MBC-Minutes-21.01.23.pdf


VI. New   Business     
  

Further   discussion   of   contingency   plans   B   and   C.   
From   the   Jan.   23   Minutes—Plan   A   is   as   normal.   If   circumstances   limit   the   
availability   of   venues   or   bands’   ability   to   travel,   Plan   C   would   provide   some   sort   of   
culminating   event.   In   case   short-distance   travel   is   possible,   Plan   B   would   be   to   offer   
an   in-person   culminating   event   by   ending   the   season   with   regional   events.   All   five   
classes   would   be   at   each   site,   with   a   prelims   class   competition   and   a   finals   open   
competition   (much   like   a   BOA   regional   event).   
  

Discussion   was   held   about   sites   for   October   23   with   consideration   for   whether   we   end   up   
needing   quarterfinal   sites   (Plan   A)   or   season   culminating   sites   (Plan   B).     
  

John   Stroube   will   craft   an   invitation   for   sites   to   apply   to   host   on   October   23   that   provides   an   
explanation   of   KMEA’s   needs   with   a   goal   of   getting   applications   from   sufficient   sites   regardless   of   
which   plan   becomes   a   reality.   The   site’s   capacity   with   regard   to   each   plan   will   be   part   of   the   
application.   He   will   share   a   draft   with   the   MBC   before   public   distribution.   

  
Further   discussion   was   held   about   how   to   determine   how   many   finalists   would   advance   at   
each   site.   Austin   Bralley   suggested   that   whatever   the   number   of   finalists,   class   champions   
that   were   not   among   the   finalists   could   perform   in   exhibition.   Beth   Stribling   objected   if   
smaller   bands   would   be   the   earlier   bands,   because   they   would   be   at   a   disadvantage.   Austin   
countered   that   if   bands   from   the   various   classes   were   mixed   during   the   day   the   smaller   bands   
would   not   inherently   face   the   same   problem.   Beth   expressed   concern   about   judge   quality.   
Brian   Ellis   speculated   that   judge   training   this   year   could   be   modified   to   encompass   how   to   
deal   with   the   way   Plan   B   is   structured.   John   Stroube   pointed   out   that   5A   bands,   which   
typically   do   not   have   a   regional   quarterfinal,   will   still   need   to   keep   October   23   open   in   case   
KMEA   goes   to   plan   B.   
  

Joe   Craig   suggested   that   KMEA   gather   data   at   the   end   of   the   school   year   and   into   the   summer   
about   the   status   of   band   programs   across   the   state   to   guide   modifications   in   order   to   have   the   
best   contest   given   the   circumstances.   He   especially   mentioned   band   numbers   and   band   
finances.   He   expressed   a   need   to   provide   guidance   to   band   directors   about   best   practices   for   
fielding   a   competitive   band   despite   limitations   they   may   be   facing.   

  
VII. After   discussion,   it   was   determined   that   the   next   meeting   will   be   Sunday,   April   25   at   3   PM   

EDT.   
  

VIII.   Motion   by   Stone,   seconded   by   Stribling   to   adjourn   the   meeting.   There   were   no   objections.   
Meeting   adjourned   at   11:14   EST.   

  
Respectfully   submitted,   
  

John   Stroube   


